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Abstract  

Historians earlier treated the medieval period of Andhradesa History as a great phase. It was so because, during this time, the 
whole country was divided into numerous regional states that were busy getting. However, recent studies have indicated that, though 
politically divided, India witnessed a growth of new and rich cultural activities in art, literature and language. In fact, some best 
specimens of temple architecture and Indian literature belong to this period. Thus, far from being emphdark, it may be treated as a 
bright and vibrant phase of Indian History. This research paper’s main objectives are to identify the various regional kingdoms that 
emerged during AD 1000 and AD 1687; examine the nature of the states; highlight the social and economic changes; evaluate the 
cultural activities; and more. 
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Structure. 
 
Introduction 
Statement of Problem 

 “Some have argued that as language is the medium of knowledge, that which comes in the form of 
language constitutes a text; since language is interpreted by the individual, the reading by the individual 
gives meaning to the text; therefore, each time a text is read by a different individual it acquires a fresh 
meaning. Taken to its logical conclusion, this denies any generally accepted meaning of a text and is 
implicitly a denial of attempts at historical representation or claims to relative objectivity, since the 
meaning would change with each reading Society, Culture and History. However, the prevalent views are 
more subtle.” 

Professor Romila Thapar, 
A familiar Historian and Noted Scholar  

 
The Medieval Period of Indian History and also history of Andhradesa, comprises a long period, spanning from 6th century 

i.e after the fall of the Gupta Empire to the 18th century, i.e., the beginning of colonial domination. Modern historians, for the 
convenience of studying the state and society of medieval India, usually divide the period into Early Medieval Period and Late 
Medieval Period. According to them the Early Medieval period refer to the phase of Indian history that stretches from the fall of the 
Gupta Empire to the beginning of the Sultanate period in the 13th century. The period that comprises mainly that of the reigns of the 
Sultanate and the Mughal period generally considered as the late medieval period, of course with regional variations. 
 

The nature of state in the early medieval period is marked by the presence of a large number of regional and local powers, in 
the absence of a paramount power in the country. However, this period witnessed the presence of formidable political entities, often 
characterized by certain historians as ‘regional imperial kingdoms.But in the late medieval period, especially in the Sultanate and 
Mughal reigns, high level of centralization of power is identifies, that too in the major parts of the Indian sub-continent. 
 

Nationalist historiography tried to view the entire medieval period as one and also tried to establish the existence of 
centralized empire, as a continuation of the ancient empires, thereby negating the elements of changes that took place in the nature of 
state during the period. They followed the ‘tripartite’ division of the colonial historians, with certain qualitative shifts. The Marxist 
historiography in general stressed on the traits of decentralized fragmented policy during the period under discussion, which itself 
pointed to certain structural changes in the political life of the country. The salient feature of the Marxist approach is to identify the 
institution of ‘land-grants’ as the principal agents of change bringing in parcellised sovereignty. In this perspective the early medieval 
period is equated with feudal polity. This explains the multiplicity of political powers in India, especially during the early medieval 
period. The feudal model was largely constructed on the basis of Puranic and Epigraphic data pertaining mostly to North India and so 
it is criticized by another model.The’Segmentary State’ drawing information from a large body of South Indian Inscriptions.Although, 
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feudal and segmentary models are mutually critical of each other, there is a commonality in their approaches. Both models emphases 
on the fragmented political authority and therefore argued for political crisis and ritual sovereignty. 

Both the models of feudal polity and segmentary state have received critiques from ‘non-aligned’ historians who 
demonstrated the distinct element of ‘integrative polity’, which had facilitated the emergence of the state societies at local and supra-
local levels.According to them the emergence of these state societies resulted from the developments from within at the local level 
itself and not because of any external stimulus. 
 
Internal Identity of the Princely States 

In South India, the Chola Kings founded a mighty empire during AD 1000 AD 1200. The relationship between these Cholas, 
called the Imperial Cholas with the earlier Cholas mentioned in the Sangam literature is not clear. The Cholas came to power after 
overthrowing the authority of the Pallavas in South India. The founder of the Chola dynasty was Vijayalaya (9th century AD) but the 
real architects of the glory of the dynasty were Rajaraja I (AD 985AD 1014) and his son Rajendra I (AD 1014{AD 1044). During the 
heyday of the Chola Empire, it extended from River Tungab-hadra (a tributary of River.Krishna) in north to Kanya Kumari in south. 
The Chola Kings made a successful use of their navy and conquered not only Maldive and Lakshadweep Islands but also Sri Lanka. 
They also defeated the kings of Malaya and Java and Sumatra. One of the greatest contribu-tions of Rajaraja I was the construction of 
the famous temple known as Rajarajeshwara or Brihadeshwara temple, dedicated to Shiva at Tanjore. He also initiated a project of 
land survey and assessment in 1000 CE which led to the reorganization of the empire into units known as valanadus. The rule of his 
son, Rajendra I was even more dazzling. He carried his arms up to Ganga in Bengal after defeating the Pala King, Mahipala. To 
commemorate this victory, he founded a new capital called Gangaikonda-cholapuram and acquired for himself the title Gangai-konda 
(conqueror of Ganga). He was a great patron of learning and was known as Pandita-chola. The last important Chola king was 
Kulottunga (AD 1070-1122 AD). Under him the Chola empire started disintegrating and shrunk to a much smaller area. 
 
State and Its Identity 

The state structure in this period has often been described as a decentralized political system. What is decentralized polity? It 
is a system in which there is of course a king as the main authority at the top, but he shares his rule with other small chiefs called 
feudatories or the samantas. The term Samanta basically refers to a king who has been defeated but his kingdom has been restored to 
him but with the condition that he will continue to accept the over lordship of the conquering king and also pay regular tribute to him 
in cash or kind. He may also be asked to help with military assistance in times of need. As these chiefs enjoyed freedom of 
administration over their regions, they were quite powerful. Surely you can guess that these chiefs could always be a threat to the 
overlord, and no wonder whenever there was a weak king at the top, they would assert their independence leading to the breakup of 
the empire. 

 
Another aspect of decentralized polity was characterized by the practice of making land grants to Brahmanas and others. This 

practice was initiated by the Satavahanas kings in the 1st and 2nd centuries AD, but after the Gupta period it had become a normal 
practice all over the country. Now land grants came not only to religious persons and institutions but to state officials as well. Why did 
it so happen? It is suggested that one of the reasons for the increase in land grants during this period, was the decline in trade and, 
therefore the shortage of coined money to pay to the officials and others for their services. The shortage of coined money in the post-
Gupta period is indicated by the absence of the presence of coins in archaeological needs. The land granted to the receiver was tax 
free, i.e., the receiver did not pay any tax to the state and used the produce and income on it for his personal benet. The receiver was 
also free from any interference by his king or his officials in managing the land donated to him. Thus, this receiver converted the lands 
granted to them into independent property of authority with no or little central control. 

 
Social, Economic and Historical Changes 

The early medieval period was also marked by many social and economic changes. Socially, an important phenomenon of 
this period was the proliferation or increase in the number of castes. How did it happen? One of the reasons for it was the inclusion of 
newer groups into Brahmanical society. It is suggested that as the number of land grants increased, new areas were brought under 
cultivation. It made local tribal people leave hunting as their main profession and take up agriculture. They were then trans-formed 
into peasants, and assimilated in society as sudras. The land grants in fact resulted in movement and migration of Brahmanas to 
different internal areas where they were able to introduce and enforce their brahmanical social values. Brahmadeya represented the 
grant of land either in a single plot or whole villages donated to Brahmanas by making them land-owners or land-controllers. The land 
grants also led to the increase in the number of Kayastha class, whose principal duty, besides carrying on the general administration of 
the state, consisted in the collection of revenue and taxes. The Kayasthas were basically scribes and they specialized in drafting and 
writing land grant documents. Naturally, with increase in the number of land grants their importance also increased. But the most 
important feature of this period was the rise of a new class of people called the Rajputs, such as Chahmanas, Paramaras, Pratiharas, 
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Chandellas etc. Some historians believe that they were the descendants of various groups of foreign invaders such as Sakas, Kushanas, 
Hunas etc, who had been coming to India from northwest during different times of history. These people gradually settled down in the 
region of Rajasthan and, after intermingling with the Indian society, emerged as a warrior class. 

There are others who treat them as a part of the Kshatriya varna of the Brahmanical system. But today many scholars see a 
connection between the rise of Rajput class and the extension of agriculture activities in Rajasthan. It is pointed out that with the 
spread of land grants there was an increase in the number of agriculture settlements. As a result, many local chiefs came to acquire 
enough financial and political power to set up an independent authority. In order to acquire legitimacy and authenticity to their newly 
acquired position in the eyes of their subjects, they invited Brahmans from Gangetic and other regions to perform for them royal 
rituals and ceremonies, and in return gave them land and other things as fee,i.edakshina. 
 
Cultural Consciousness 

The new regional kingdoms led to the emergence of new regional cultural zones such as Bengal and Orissa in the North 
Gujarat and Maharashtra in Central India as well as Andhra, Karnataka, and Tamil Nadu in the South. The various art forms, 
languages, literature, etc. that form an important part of our regional cultures today, took their shape around this period. Most of the 
languages such as Bengali, Assamese Oriya, Marathi, etc. that are spoken in the northern, central and eastern parts of India are some 
examples. The rich literature produced in these languages began to replace the earlier monopoly of Sanskrit literature. The literary 
works in the regional languages were often composed under the patronage of the new regional rulers. A famous work composed in the 
regional language around this time under the Cholas was the Tamil version of the Ramayana, com-posed by Kamban. Similarly in 
Karnataka, Pampa who is regarded as one of the jewels of Kannada literature composed Vikramarjuna-vijaya, known popularly as 
Pampa Bharat, in Kannada. Asaga wrote Vardhaman Charitra, an epic which runs in 18 cantos, in 853 CE [4]. In Andhra region, 
Nanniah translated some portions of Mahabharata in Telugu. It was later completed by poet Tikkanna in the thirteenth century. 
However, Sanskrit still retained a position of importance among the elites as a language of learning. Important works composed in 
Sanskrit around this period were the kathasaritasagara a collection of stories, the Rajtarangini, a vivid ac-count of the kings of 
Kashmir composed by Kalhana and the Gita Govinda, a piece of devotional literature composed on the theme of love between Radha 
and Krishna, by Jayadeva in Bengal under the Pala kings. 

 
Government of Vijayanagara State 

The kingdom of Vijayanagara came into existence during the period of confusion which prevailed in the reign of Muhammad 
him Tughlaq.The foundation of the Vijayanagara kingdom was laid by two brothers Harihara and Bukka.They were the feudatories of 
the Kakatiyas of warrangal. After the fall of the Kakatiyas, they joined service of Kampili.When Muhammad Tughlaq conquered 
Kampili, he imprisoned these Two brothers, took them to Delhi and forced them to embrace Islam.It is said that they were sent back to 
kampilli to suppress the rebellion of the people.They failed in this attempt because of the resistance of the people of Kampilli who 
were inspired of the spirit of independence.On saint Vidyaranga encouraged to accept Hinduism.Haribar and Bukkas forsook their 
new master and the new faith. At the instance of their guru Vidyaranga they were readmitted to Hinduism and established their capital 
at Vijayanagar.The date of Harihar coronation is placed at 1336. This very small state grew up as the mighty kingdom of Vijayanagara 
Afterwards. 
 

Harihara was a capable ruler but he had to struggle hard against his neighbours, the Hoysala ruler of Mysore and sultan of 
Madhurai.Sultan of Madurai defeated the Hoysala ruler and executed him. The end of the Hoysala kingdom enables Harihara and 
Bukka to expand their small principality. By 1346 the whole of the Hoysala kingdom had passed into the hands of the 
Vijayanagararuler.Bukka succeeded his brother in 1350 and ruled till 1377. However, the real rival of Vijayanagara was the Bahmani 
sultanate of Deccan.The Bahmani kingdom had come into existence in 1347.The interest of the Vijayanagara ruler of Bahmani sultans 
clashed in three separate and distinct area in the Tungahbadra doab, in the Krishna Godavari, Delta and in the Marathawada 
country.TheTungabhadra doab was the region between Krishna and Tungabhadra rivers.On account of its wealth and economic 
resources, it had been the bone of contention between the western chalukyas and cholas in the earlier period and between the yadavas 
the Hoysalas later on.TheVijayanagara Bahmani conflicts in the doab resulted in the great loss of life and property of the people in 
that area.They used to destroy cities, crops and kill civilians in war. After series of such war both forces agreed not to kill civilians in 
war.Though this agreement was occasionally violated by both.This agreement made the later south Indian wars more humanistic.The 
wars between the two continued intermittently.None was completely destroyed.Finally, both sides were exhausted, and decided to 
conclude a treaty.This treaty restored the old position whereby the doab was shared between the Two. 
 

Krishnadevaraya (1509 -29) is considered as the greatest and the most famous kings of Vijayanagara empire.He belonged the 
Tuhva dynasty. He was also greatest soldiers and general and wages a number of wars in which he was always successful.The empire 
reached at the zenith of its power and prosperity during his reign.By that time the Bahmini, kingdom was divided into five 
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independent kingdoms.Yet all these five states were determined enemies, of the Vijayanagara empire.Therefore his main contest was 
against these Muslim states which were determined to destroy Vijayanagara Sultan Muhammed shah declared Jihad and attacked 
Vijayanagara in the very beginning of his reign. Krishnadevaraya however, not only defeated him but pursued him.Yusaf Adilkhan the 
rules of Bijapurwas killed in the battle and Krishnadevaraya captured Krishna Tungabadra Doab, and the forts of Riachar and Bidar. 
However returned Bidar state to Mohamed shah by which he desired to bring about a division among the Muslim state.Next, he 
captured warrangol, forts of udayagiri and Kondavidu from Orissa. Golkonda and Bijapur also attacked Vijayanagara in turn. Both 
were defeated.The army of Bijapur was pursued and its capital Gulberga was captured by Krishnadevaraya. However he returned after 
placing on the thrown the eldest son of Mohammad shah II.ThusKrishnadevaraya defeated all his enemies and recaptured all territory 
and forts of Vijayanagara Empire which were lost by its previous rulers.He remained undefeated in the battle. He was a capable 
administrator and patron of art and literature.He founded the city of Negallapur, built up many Gopuram and Mandapam and beautiful 
the capital city Vijayanagara. Telugu literature made tremendous progress during his reign.The Vijayanagara Empire reached its 
zenith in peace, order, power, prosperity and learning during his reign. 
 

Krishnadevaraya was succeeded by his brother Achyuta Raya (1530 – 42 AD). He was a weak ruler.His successors Sadasiva 
Raya was also an incapable ruler and the real authority of the state passed into the hands of his minister, Rama Raya.Rama Raya was 
an able administrator but failed as a diplomat.He tried to create dissensions among five Muslim states which once farmed the Bahmini 
kingdom.But ultimately this policy failed and all these states united themselves against Vijayanagara in the name of Islam.The 
combined army of Bijapur, Amamadanagar, Golkonda and Bidar attacked Vijayanagara and the famous battles by Talikotta took place 
on 23 January 1565.The army of Vijayanagara was completely defeated and the invaders completely destroyed the capital city of 
Vijayanagara.The battle of Talikotta sounded the death knell of the Vijayanagara empire and produced a state of choos.The battle of 
Talikotta could not entirely destroy the empire. The brother Rama Raya transferred the capital from tirumala to Penugonda and 
maintained the existence of the empire. Tirumala dethroned Sadasiva Raya and captured the throne for himself. He thus laid the 
foundation of a new dynasty, the Aravededynasty.Tirumala was succeeded by his son Ranga II who was a successful ruler. The last 
important ruler of this dynasty was Ranga III.He could not keep the provinced governors under his control and Vijayanagara Empire 
reached its end. 
 
Administration 

The rulers of the Vijayanagara Empire followed the Tradition of Hindu polity in administration.The King was the head of the 
state and he was regarded as the Gods representative on the earth.Yet the kings of Vijayanagara were not tyrants but enlightened 
despots.The King was assisted by a council of ministers in administration and its advice was binding on the king at times.The king 
was guided by the rules of Dharma and the rulers of Vijayanagara looked after the welfare of this subject as defined by 
Dharma.Besides the ministers, there were many other high officials in the state. The empire was divided into six provinces for the 
convenience of administration. The head of the province was called pranthapthi or Nayaka. Mostly relatives of the king were 
appointed to these high offices of the state and they enjoyed wide powers in relation to their respective princes. A province was 
divided into Mandals and Mandals were further subdivided in to smaller units called Nadu, Sthal, Kottan etc. village was the smallest 
units of administration. Each village had an assembly consisting the hereditary officers known as Ayagars. 
 

One of the distinguished features of the administration of Vijayanagara Empire was the existence of a particular type of 
feudalism. The king used to assign land called Amarama to his feudal chief who, in return, paid fixed yearly amount the king and also 
kept of fixed number of soldiers to assist him in wars. They were called Amara Nayakas. They were fairly independent in their 
internal administration, owed more responsibility in administering their territories as compared to provincial governors, and mostly 
became hereditary owners of their land as Jagirs. 
 
Economic and Social Condition 

Agriculture was the main occupation of the people. The agriculturists were given all assistance by the state for carrying on 
cultivation. Remissions of taxes were made in times of famine and failure of crops. Trade, both inland and foreign, was vigorously 
carried on.The ports of the empire carried on brisk trade.The Amuktamalyada advises the king to encourage foreign merchants. 
Foreign trade was mainly in the hands of the Portuguese and the Arabs but Indian merchants also owned ships and traded with Ormuz, 
Sri Lanka, China, etc. Spices like pepper, ginger, cotton, precious metals, salt, betel leaves, etc., were the chief articles of trade. 
 

There was considerable industrial activity in the empire.Industries were organized in guilds. Diamond mining flourished. 
There was a flourishing textile industry. Several industrial arts flourished in the city of Vijayanagar. Precious stones were sold in the 
bazaars of the city. There were also frequent fairs. Shipbuilding was also carried on. There were gold and silver coins in circulation. 
The chief gold coin was Varaha 
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Culture of Medieval Andhra Desa 

The people of Vijayanagar led a contented life. Animal food was consumed on a large scale. Silk and cotton were mainly 
used for dress.Wool was seldom used. Perfumes, flowers and ornaments were also largely used. Dances and music were highly 
cultivated. Astrologers and snake-charmers were a familiar sight.There were many such amusements as wrestling, gambling, fencing 
and cock-fight. Polygamy prevailed and the kings had their large harams. Slavery and Sati were among the social evils that prevailed. 

 
The year AD 973 marked the rise of Kalyana Chaluka power in Andhra, followed by a period of wars between the Kalyana 

Chalukyas and the Cholas of Thanjavur for over a century. The decline of these powers made way for the rise of VelanatiChodas, the 
Nellore Chodas and the Kakatiyas in Andhradesa; the Yadavas in the upper deccan; and the Hoysalas south of the Tungabhadra river. 
From the middle of the twelfth century the Kakatiyas became the dominant power, and Warangal emerged as the premier cultural and 
political center. The Kakatiyas consolidated their power by defeating defiant feudatories and bestowing administrative power on loyal 
subordinates, and by entering into matrimonial alliances with families of conquered local chieftans. Under their rule different social 
groups migrated to the coastal Andhra region from the neighbouring Tamil country, resulting in the creation of new sub-sects. Further, 
social groups came to be named on the basis of local identity, such as the Pakanati and Velanati brahmins, the Penugondavaisyas, and 
the Panta and Pakanatireddis, to mention a few. 
 
 Based on a centralized bureaucracy, the Kakatiya state could be broadly characterized as feudal. The mainstay of the 
economy was agriculture and there was a substantial increase in irrigation facilities. Trade flourished under a system of guilds and led 
to the growth of a number of urban centers. The institution of the temple gained significance, facilitated by royal patronage. Buddhism 
witnessed a decline even as Sri Vaishnavism and Vira Saivism gained ground, and Andhradesa came to be known as Trilinga – the 
land of the three Saivite shrines at Kalesvaram, Srisailam, and Draksharama. In architecture the vesara mode flourished under the 
Kakatiyas, while the phamsana form was popular in the construction of monuments in the Telangana region. In the field of language 
and literature, the Telugu script underwent significant changes, and classical Telugu literature developed with the translation of 
the Mahabharata by Nannaya Bhatta, and the rise to eminence of several Telugu poets and writers. 
 
Summing Up 

The Polygars were instrumental in establishing administrative reforms by building irrigation projects, forts, and religious 
institutions. The Polygar system was established in the second half of the 16th century by Ariyanatha Mudaliyar, the Prime Minister of 
the first Nayaka ruler of Madurai to make the territorial administration more efficient. The Polygars administered their Palayams from 
their fortified centres. Their chief functions included collection of taxes, maintenance of law and order, and running local judiciary. 
They were to retain one-fourth of the revenue collected and the remaining paid to the royal treasury. At times they founded new 
villages, built dams, constructed tanks and built temples. Several new rain water tanks were erected in the semi-arid tracts of western 
and southern Tanil Nadu. They protected civilians from robbers and dacits, rampant in those regions and from invading armies which 
often resorted to pillaging the villages. The Polygar system is assessed as an extended form of Amaranayaka system of Vijayanagara. 
 

After the decline of the Nayakas, their territories became a part of the domination of the Carnatic Nawab. He entrusted the 
English East India Company to collect revenue from the Polygar areas. The Polygards went into war with the British.They were the 
first native rulers to wage wars against the British in India. The most important revolt was that of Veerapandya Katta Bomman, the 
poligar of panchalamkurichi of Tuticorin district. Though Veerapandya Katta Bomman fought heroically, he was finally captured by 
the British and hanged in 1799. 
 

Indians were never such people to stay at home. They have been moving out from ancient times to different parts of the 
world for trade and other activities. These ends belong to as far back as the century BC. According to the Chinese traditions, the 
kingdom in South East Asia was founded at Funan (Cambodia) in the fourth century AD by a Brahman known as Kaundinya who had 
come from India and had married the local princess. However, Indian and Southeast Asian contacts became closer from 5th century 
AD onwards when inscriptions in Sanskrit language start appearing in many areas. It reached its peak during AD 800{AD 1300 when 
many kings and dynasties with Indian names emerge all over Southeast Asia. 
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